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Abstract: In the computer era, the Content Based Image 

Retrieval system (CBIR) has most widely used in medical field 

and crime invention. During the last decade, CBIR emerged as 

powerful tool to efficiently retrieved images visually similar to 

query image. The basic process behind this concept is 

representation of image as feature vector and to measure the 

similarities between the images with distance between their 

corresponding feature vectors according to some metrics. The 

finding of correct features to represent images with, as well as 

the similarity metric that groups visually similar image together, 

are important milestone in construction of any CBIR system 

.The work in this paper focused on retrieve the correct query 

image from a huge number of medical image databases with the 

help of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) through SURF 

feature vector detection. The combination of this method 

produces an accurate and quick response than other 

conventional methods like SIFT and SURF feature vector based 

medical image retrieval. 

 

Index Terms: CBMIR, SURF, PCA, MRI Images, 

Fast-Hessian matrix.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

  In the medical world, medical image retrieval is one of 

the challenging tasks. Since that all the medical images have 

been captured in the form of black and white or gray level 

using this values we could not predict correct diseases. In the 

advent of current  years, content-based image retrieval has 

advanced remarkably in the field of computer vision such as 

medical imaging, geographical information, crime 

prevention, 

  

education and training, personal photos, and etc, [1]. 

Retrieval of images in the CBIR system is based on the 

various visual features. The first version of CBIR system 

was based on the query by image and measures the similarity 

for retrieving the images from database [3]. 

This work attempts to introduce some additional 

information in the retrieval process by the use of a feature 

detection method. There is a two stage implementation is 

performed in this paper. First detect image local features with 
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SURF and then convince the dimensionality of feature vector 

with PCA. The combination of PCA with SURF gives 

acceptable result than other existing methods. 

This paper is organized as unit-I give a detailed introduction 

about CBIR system, the existing related works have been 

described in section-II, section III defines a research 

methodology. The Experiments and results are discussed in 

Unit IV and Unit V gives a conclusion about this work.  

II. RELATED WORK 

K.Somasundaram et al, the proposed methods consist of 

two stage brain extraction algorithm to extract the brain from 

T2-weighted MRI images. We have developed two brain 

extraction algorithms 2D-BEA and 3D-BEA to extract brain 

portion from T2-weighted MRI head scans automatically. 

Both of them do not require any initial parameters that are to 

be supplied by the user. R.Rajesh et al, the linear index of 

fuzziness for type-1 fuzzy sets by Zenzo et al and measure of 

ultra fuzziness for type-2 fuzzy sets by Tizhoosh has 

difficulties in handling MRI brain images with one level of 

gray value as background and other two levels of grayness as 

white matter and gray matter. Hence this paper proposes new 

modified thresholding measures for MRI brain images using 

type1 and type-2 fuzzy sets. The results show the 

effectiveness of the proposed modified thresholding 

measures. Due to the difficulties in handling MRI brain 

images with one level of gray value as background and other 

two levels of grayness as white matter and gray matter, the 

paper has presented modified index of fuzziness for type1 

fuzzy sets and modified ultra fuzziness for type2 fuzzy sets 

for thresholding brain images. E. Ben George et al, this 

paper proposes a novel approach for the MRI image 

enhancement, which is based on the Modified Tracking 

Algorithm, Histogram Equalization and Center Weighted 

Median (CWM) filter. This method consists of two 

approaches. The first approach is applying the modified 

tracking algorithm to remove the film artifacts, labels and 

skull region and then applying the Histogram Equalization 

and Center Weighted Median (CWM) filter techniques 

separately to enhance the images. D.Napoleon et al, in the 

proposed method an efficient detection of brain tumor region 

from cerebral image is done using Kernel Induced 

Possiblistic C-means clustering and histogram. The using 

Kernel Induced Possiblistic C-means clustering algorithm 

finds the centroids of the cluster groups together the Brain 

tumor patterns obtained from MRI 

images.  

The accurate results of Kernel 
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Induced Fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm effectively 

extract the tumor region from brain MRI brain images. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The image retrival process contains two levels of 

process, First level perform the preprocessing and 

then retrieve the image based on their content. The 

important work of the preprocessing level is feature 

extraction. This can be performed by SURF feature 

detector. The PCA approach is used for 

classification. Various researches have been done 

on PCA algorithm that provides more accurate 

image classifier system than other techniques [3]. 

In CBIR systems the word "Content-based" means, 

the search searches the contents of image rather 

than metadata such as tags, keywords and 

descriptions related with the image. The CBIR 

system retrieves the image from digital image 

database on the basis of SURF features. When a 

query image is input in CBIR system, The image 

features extracted and matching with classification 

is performed between the testing image and image 

database features. The results were for requested 

testing image is then retrieved from the database 

which is foremost closes to the query image.   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Framework CBMIR using PCA with 

SURF 

A.  SURF Feature Detector 

 

The Speeded up robust features algorithm is a scale 

and rotation-invariant interest point detector and 

descriptor which is computationally very fast. It 

uses Integral images to improve the speed. The key 

points are detected by using a Fast-Hessian matrix. 

Computationally surf gives a very quick 

performance than SIFT. 

 

B. PCA Classification 

For feature selection PCA [4] has to be used as a 

classification method. PCA involves a mathematical 

procedure that transforms a number of correlated 

variables into a (smaller) number of uncorrelated 

variables called principal components. The main 

objective of the PCA is to reduce the dimensionality 

of the data set and to identify new meaningful 

underlying variables. 

 

C. Proposed Methodology 

In the proposed method, the combination of PCA 

with SURF feature detector is used as a CBMIR 

system. In which using SURF to extract the related 

features for the test image from the training image 

databases. Then extracted feature vector is 

classified by principal component analysis 

algorithm. Finally we detect the correct image set 

which are all related to the test image content.  

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

In this part, we evaluate our proposed approach 

based on performance measures. The test data 

consists of 777 images belonging to 18 categories 

obtained from the University of Washington’s 

object and concept recognition for CBIR research 

project image dataset. Each category contained 

varying number of images. All the images contained 

a textual description mentioning the salient 

foreground objects. The images were clustered 

using the algorithm with the centroids chosen at 

random. The cluster whose centroid was closest in 

distance to the given test image was determined and 

the images belonging to the cluster were retrieved. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In this research article proposed approach were evaluated 

and perform performance measures like precision and recall. 

The pixel value is identified to be inappropriate in certain 

rectangular area; the overall region is eliminated for 

additional pixel comparison. The experimental results in fast 

work and their entire recognition time are decreased when 

compared to the traditional algorithm and feature extraction.  
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